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Paut  II. 

III.  Distrihution  of  the  Tribes. 

In  the  above  description  of  the  Tribes  along  the  Tal  Chotiali  Route 
their  distribution  en  route  has  been  but  briefly  referred  to.  In  the  next 

Table  the  names  of  the  tribes  inhabiting  the  villages  on  the  accompanying- 
map  are  shown.  And  it  will  be  seen  that  as  a  rule  the  Pathan  Tribes  and 
Sections  stick  pretty  well  together  and  are  generally  to  be  found  in  certain 

compact  districts  and  nowhere  else.*  Thus  Achakzais  are  confined  to  the 

region  about  To'ba  and  the  Kho'ja  Amean  range,  and  the  To'r  Taeins 
to  the  Pishin  Valley.  Among  the  Kakar  sections  the  same  thing  is  to  be 

observed.  The  Amawb  Khe'x,  occupy  the  country  about  the  north  of  the 
Pishin  to  Mt.  Kand  and  the  Sitliman  Khe'l  the  range  dividing  the  Pishin 
and  Do'f  Valleys,  the  Mehtaezais  all  the  country  to  the  north  of  the  R. 
Eo'd  Gorge  and  the  Panizais  that  to  the  south  of  it  and  so  on.  Even  where 
the  country  seems  to  be  pretty  well  divided  between  sections,  as  the  Do'e 

*  Villages  of  mixed  populations  are  to  be  found  in  the  more  settled  parts,  such  as 
the  Pishin,  Do'f,  and  Gwa'l  Valleys,  though  not  commonly,  and  when  it  is  said  that 
a  certain  village  is  occupied  by  a  certain  subsection  or  section  it  is  meant  that  the 
main  portion  of  the  inhabitants  belong  to  it.  As  a  rule,  however,  villages  are  not  mixed. 

S 
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IV.  Polity. 

The  portion  of  Afghanistan  along  the  route  may  be  divided  into  that 

foi-merlj  subject  to  the  Amir  of  Kabul,  and  that  acknowledging  no  superior 

authority,  into,  in  fact,  the  Amir's  Territory  and  the  country  of  Independent 
Tribes.  The  Amir's  power  never  seems  to  have  extended  beyond  the  Do'f 
Valley  to  the  eastwards  further  than  I'sap  Kach,  or  further  north  in  that 
direction  than  Mt.  Kand,  i.  e.,  the  inhabitants  of  the  Zho'b  Valley  and  all 
the  country  south  of  it  eastwards  of  the  Do'f  Valley  have  never  recognised 
him  as  their  ruler.  The  tribes  then  under  the  Amir's  sway  were  the  Dura- 
mis,  the  Tor  Tarins  and  such  Kakars  as  inhabited  the  Do'f  and  Gwal  Valleys, 
while  the  bulk  of  the  Kakars,  the  Liinis,  the  Zarkhans  and  the  Spin  Tarins 
have  always  been  independent.  For  the  purposes  of  this  paper  the  country 

will  be  divided  into  Amir's  Territory  and  Ya'ghista'n  or  Independent 
Territory. 

Under  the  Amir,  Government  in  our  sense  of  the  term  there  was  none, 

though  the  head  of  the  Government  nominally  ruled  through  his  Sirdars 
or  heads  of  tribes  and  sections,  having,  however,  little  real  control  over 

them.    And  how  this  system  was  worked  has  been  thus  described.*    "  The 
Sovereign  is  absolute  and  makes  any  and  every  change  which  may  appear 
to  him  necessary  or  proper  in  the  government  and  administration.    He  can 
dispose  of  the  lives  and  property  of  his  subjects  and  is  kej^t  within  certain 
bounds  in  these  respects  only  by  the  calculations  which  prudence  dictates. 

1  Eeligion  is  the  counterpoise  to  his  authority.    This  gives  the  clergy  great 
I  influence,  one  that  he  might  try  in  vain  to  subject  to  his  will  and  pleasure, 
i  and  vainer  still  would  be  the  attempt  to  infringe  and  invade  the  rights  and 
!  privileges  of  the  sirdars  or  chiefs  of  tribes,  who  would  never  consent  to 
i  resign  a  certain  influence  in  the  affairs  of  government.    It  may  be  said  in 
Afghanistan  that  there  are  as  many  sovereigns  as  sirdars,  for  each  of  them 
governs  after  his  own  fashion.    They  are  jealous,  turbulent  and  ambitious, 

j  and  the  sovereign  can  restrain  and  keep  them  in  some  order  only  by  taking 
'  advantage  of  their  rivalry  and  feuds  and  opposing  one  to  the  other.  There 
lis  no  unity,  nothing  is  j^ermanent,  everything  depends  on  the  pleasure  or 

[caprice  of  a  number  of  despots  always  at  variance  with  each  other  and  niak- 
!ing  their  tribes  espouse  their  personal  quarrels.    A  constant  feeling  of 
irascibility  is  the  result  which  finally  leads  to  sanguinary  civil  wars  and 

jthrows  the  country  into  a  state  of  anarchy  and  perpetual  confusion.  The 
j  sirdars  are  at  one  and  the  same  time  the  strength  and  the  curse  of  the 

jmonarch.    Prompt  to  take  arms  and  defend  him  when  a  good  understand- 
ing between  them  exists,  they  are  as  ready  to  revolt  against  him  wiien  they 

find  or  think  they  have  the  smallest  interest  in  doing  .so.    In  anything, 

"  Macgregor's  Gazetteer. 
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however,  to  which  they  are  disinclined,  they  would  not  obey  even  the 

sovereign  o£  their  choice  but  with  I'eluctance  ;  moreover  they  are  always 
impatient  to  see  him  replaced  bj^  another  from  whom  they  hope  to  obtain 
greater  advantages.  Each  subdivision  of  a  tribe  is,  according  to  its  numeri- 

cal force  and  extent  of  territory,  commanded  by  one  or  more  sirdars. 
These  chiefs  may  be  compared  to  the  dukes  and  barons  of  the  middle  ages 
in  France,  the  more  powerful  to  the  knights  bannerets,  and  those  having 
autliority  over  only  a  few  families  to  the  esquires  who  in  time  of  war 
enrol  themselves  and  their  men  under  the  orders  of  the  chief  that  inspires 

them  with  the  greatest  confidence  and  can  pay  them  best.*  The 

most  poweii' ul  amongst  them  are  caressed  by  the  sovereign  who  attaches  them 
to  his  interests  much  more  by  the  concessions  he  makes  than  by  the  fear 

he  inspires.  Ordinarily  and  with  a  view  to  preserve  a  nominal  authority 
over  them,  he  remits  the  wliole  of  the  taxe.s  and  imposes  in  their  stead  the 

obligation  to  furnish  a  contingent  of  troops  in  the  event  of  war  being 
declared  against  him  by  his  neighbours.  This  wretched  system  gives  too 

much  power  to  the  Sirdars.  The  sovereign* is  at  tlieir  mercy,  and  it  is  the 
ambition  of  these  men  that  gives  birth  to  the  numerous  civil  wai's  in 

Afghanistan  ;  for  they  are  constantly  in  revolt." 
Such  being  the  state  of  civil  government  in  the  Amir's  Territory,  the 

only  difference  to  be  observed  in  the  Independent  Territory  is,  that  the 
local  Sirdar,  or  whatever  other  local  chief  happens  at  the  time  to  be  the  most 
powerful,  is  absolutely  uncontrolled  even  by  the  semblance  of  superior  power. 
The  above-mentioned  independence  of  the  Sirdars  and  their  impatience  of 
superior  control  is  to  be  observed  in  numerous  instances  even  in  the  Khana 

or  rulers  of  villages,  being  of  course  more  pronounced  in  Ya'ghista'n  than 
in  the  Pisliin  and  other  portions  of  the  Amir's  Territory.  To  give  an 
example.  In  the  Pisliin  the  ruins  of  a  village  called  Satad  Sa'lo  or 
UnuMZAi  were  passed.  It  had  been  but  recently  destroyed  by  a  more 
powerful  neighbouring  village  called  Satad  Paind  in  a  quarrel  between  the 
two  Khans.  The  Urumzais  had  to  fly  altogether  out  of  Afghan  Territory 

across  the  Belo'cli  Border  to  Khu'shla'k  where  they  settled.  They  ap- 
pear  to  have  been  hunted  across  the  Border  by  the  other  village  without 
any  attempt  at  interference  on  the  part  of  the  neighbours.  Again  not  far 

from  this  last  were  two  villages,  Old  and  New  Ma'likya'u,  the  old  village 
having  been  deserted  on  account  of  an  internal  dispute  and  a  new  site 

selected  a  few  miles  off.  The  same  thing  was  to  be  observed  at  a  place  | 

called  Wabia'gat  in  the  Bo'eai  valley,  where  an  evidently  lately  ruined  i 
village  called  Old  Wabia'gai  was  passed.  I  was  informed  it  had  become 
so  about  five  years  before  on  account  of  an  internal  squabble.    Like  the 

*  The  very  remarkable  parallel  to  be  observed  politically  between  the  Afghans 
and  the  Mainotes  of  Greece  I  have  elsewhere  pointed  out.    J.  U.  S.  I.  of  India,  188ft 
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Barons  of  European  feudal  times  these  village  Khans  seem  to  exercise  the 
right  of  private  war  on  their  neighhours  without  control  or  interference. 
Certain  villages  have  acquired  an  evil  name  for  this  kind  of  truculence. 

Kach  in  the  Sho'b  valley  is  such  a  village.    Nor  is  a  figlit  or  quarrel  always 
a  necessary  reason  for  a  change  of  site,  any  caprice  or  change  of  owners  is 

sufficient.    A  case  in  point  is  the  fort  of  Ha'ji  Kha'n  (Amand  Khe'l)  in 
the  Pishin.    And  towards  the  Border  by  the  Han  Pass,  in  the  long  sti-etch 
of  disputed  land  about  the  passes,  ruined  villages  are  naturally  to  be  seen 

in  the  more  exposed  parts  of  the  Ltj'nt  Kue'l,  Zaekha'it  and  Spin  Taiiin 
country  on  the  Afghan  side  and  in  Ba'ekho'm  on  the  Beloch  side,  the 
result  of  endless  border  raids.    The  lawlessness  of  the  Ghilzats  along  the 

roads  between  Kandahar  and  Kabul  has  been  noticed  b}^  former  travellers, 

one  of  whom  has  written  :*  "  Every  man  distrusts  his  neighbour  or  is  at 
open  feud  with  him.    It  is  the  custom  of  the  country  to  throw  a  heap  o£ 
etones  over  murdered  travellers,  and  in  the  ravine  leading  from  Shilgab  to 
ZuRMAT  (Ghilzai  country)  the  frequency  of  these  heaps  is  sickening.  In 
many  cases  they  are  to  be  found  at  the  closed  end  of  the  ravines  showing 
how  the  poor  travellers  have  run  as  far  as  possible  and  then  been  cut 

down."    The  same  may  be  remarked  of  almost  any  part  of  the  Kakar 
country,  and  in  that  portion  about  Mts.  Ma'zhwo  and  Spinskhar  where 
the  heights  are  crossed  between  tlie  UsH  and  Nangalu'na  Passes,  there  is 

I  a  long  narrow  valley  between  low  hills  to  be  crossed,  and  in  this  it  is  hard- 
i  ly  any  exaggeration  to  say  that  these  heaps  may  be  seen  but  a  few  yards 

i  apait.    The  -reason  appears  to  be  that  persons  going  from  the  Sho'e  and 
!  JJo'bai  Valleys  or  the  Dumar  country  from  the  south  towards  tlie  Pishin  must 
I  pass  this  way  througli  a  country  which  is  for  some  thirty  miles  utterly  unin- 
j  habited.    In  the  wild  uninhabited  border  tract  about  the  Han,  Hanokai 
i  and  Trikh  Kuram  passes  they  may  be  seen  in  clusters  in  many  places 
I  telling  of  some  fights  either  among  the  local  tribes  themselves  or  with  the 
Belck'liis. 

The  mutual  distrust  among  the  tribes  and  even  sections  inhabiting 

j  different  districts  is  so  great  as  to  result  in  an  almost  absolute  ignorance 

t  of  each  other.    They  appear  to  have  a  real  fear  of  going  into  each  other's 
country  and  invariably  give  one  another  a  bad  character.    Thus  Ka'kaes 
are  an  abomination  to  Tarins  and  Aciiakzais  and  Lu'nis  to  Ka'kars, 
while  the  wretched  Zarkha'n  is  harried  on  all  sides.    The  I'sa'  Kue'l 

Kabirs  and  the  inhabitants  of  the  Gwa'l   valley  manifested  an  extraordi- 
nary fear  of  the  Pa'nizai  Kakars  of  the  hills  to  the  east  of  them.  Sandae 

Khe'l  Kakars  could  not  be  induced  to  venture  into  the  neighbouring  LuNi 
territory  and  I  did  not  personally  meet  a  man  who  had  been  towards 

GflAZNi  by  the  To'ba  Plateau  or  along  the  Tal  Chotiali  iioute.    A  guide 
*  Mucgregor's  Gazetteer. 
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from  the  Do'f  Bailey  an  I'sa'  Khe'l,  showed  the  liveliest  anxiety  to  get 
back  again  from  Ispiea  Ea'gha  and  would  not  venture  into  the  Zakhpe'l 
Territory  and  an  old  Utma'n  Khe'l  guide  told  me  he  had  never  ventured 
beyond  the  territories  of  his  section  of  the  Kakars. 

The  structure  of  the  houses  in  the  more  civilized  parts,  which  in  the 
hills  consist  of  nothing  more  than  rough  mud  and  thatch,  is  a  further  proof 

of  the  general  lawlessness  of  the  population.  In  the  Ghazgai,  Bo'eai 
and  Ltj'ni  Valleys,  among  the  Utma'n,  Sandae  and  Lu's"!  Khe'ls  a  house 
is  nothing  less  than  a  fort  round  which,  frequently  within  walls,  is  the 
cultivation  necessary  to  support  life,  and  when  the  crops  are  gathered  they 
are  stored  in  little  round  mud  towers  which  I  have  shown  elsewhere  to 

contain  just  enough  grain  for  one  family  for  a  year.  In  the  Do'r  Valley, 
however,  I  only  saw  one  fort  in  a  village  called  Kha'nizai  Ka'ee'z  and  in 
the  Pishin  the  villages  were  all  open.  Life  in  the  Pishin  among  the  Tabins 
and  Satads  seems  to  have  been  much  more  settled  than  elsewhere,  but  the 
AcHAKZAis  have  a  bad  name  as  thieves  and  robbers. 

Government  among  the  Duranis  differs  considerabl}''  from  that  of  the 
other  tribes,  noticeable  chiefly  in  its  regularity  and  order.    Each  section  \ 
of  the  Duranis  is  governed  by  a  sirdar  and  each  subsection  by  a  Malik  or  1 
MusHiE.    The  principle  is  election  qualified  by  hereditary  claims,  i.  e.,  the  ' 
sirdar  is  elected  from  the  chief  family  of  the  clan  or  section,  and  the  malik 
from  the  chief  family  of  the  subsection.    The  sirdar  has  a  deputy  or  naib 
always  a  near  relative  appointed  by  himself.    Tlieir  occupation  of  the  land 
is  directly  from  the  Amir  on  the  condition  of  military  service.  Among 
themselves  the  Duranis  do  not  as  a  rule  resort  to  private  revenge,  hence 
internal  blood-feuds  do  not  exist  among  them  as  among  other  tribes.  Their 

disputes  are  settled  by  the  "  Jiega"  backed  up  by  the  sirdar,  by  the  inter- 
position of  the  elders,  by  friends  of  the  parties,  by  the  priests  (Mpllas), 

or  by  the  civil  and  ecclesiastical  judges  (Ka'zi's).    The  Achakzais,  the 
section  of  the  Duranis  met  with  en  route,  are  the  wildest  of  those  inhabit- 

ing South  Afghanistan  and  are  entirely  a  nomad  race,  hardly  ever  living  in  a 

house.    They  inhabit  the  To'ba  Plateau  and  during  the  summer  roam  over  ' 
it  with  their  flocks  and  spread  themselves  over  the  lower  slopes  of  the  j 

Kho'ja  Amea'n  Eange  about  the  Kadanei  and  Pisliin  Vallej'-s  during  the  I 

¥winter,  vyhere  their  black  tents  or  Kizhdais  are  to  be  seen  everywhere,  j 
Their  Sirdar  is  at  present  Mie  Aslam  Kha'n,  son  of  Mie  Abdttlla  Kha'it  j 
%vho  built  the  well  known  fort  or  village  of  that  name  at  the  Pishiu  1 

entrance  of  the  Kno'jAK  Pass.  j 
The  Kakars  and  Independent  Pathans  do  not  apparently  recognise  j 

any  particular  sirdar  or  chief,  and  probably  any  man  rules  who  has  the  | 

requisite  force  of  character,  though  birth,  on  which  an  Afghan  always  sets  ' 
such  an  extravagant  value,  is  pretty  sure  to  exercise  considerable  weight  in  j 
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I  the  selection  of  a  ruler.  Thus  Samandau  Kha'n  of  the  Lu'nis,  now  tlieir 
leader,  is  the  son  or  near  relative  of  Paind  Kha'n  their  late  ruler.  Siia'h 

Jeha'n  of  Khasno'b  (Zuo'b  valley)  is  a  great  man  among  the  Kakars  and 
GwABAT  Kua'k  among  the  Sandae  Khe'l. 

V.  Civilization. 

I  As  regards  civilization,  except  as  to  dress,  methods  of  cultivation  and 
!   dwelhngs,  but  little  could  be  observed  in  such  a  hurried  journey  as  mine. 

On  the  first  point  there  is  little  to  be  noticed  beyond  what  has  been 

already  written  about  it  by  the  authors  of  the  following:*  "  The'  Afghans 
wear  their  clothes  long.    They  consist  of  two  large  very  ample  robes  and 

are  either  of  cotton  or  a  cloth  made  of  camel's  hairf  called  Baeek  :  this  is 
the  dress  of  -the  people.    The  only  difference  in  the  garments  of  the  rich 
is  tlie  material,  which  is  silk,  cloth  or  Kashmir.    In  summer  they  are  made 

j  without  lining,  but  in  winter  they  are  wadded  with  cotton  or  lined  with 
I  far.    The  under-garment  is  confined  by  a  piece  of  muslin  or  long-cloth 
i  which  is  wound  round  the  body.    The  outside  one,  and  sometimes  a  third 

robe,  is  used  as  a  cloak,  and  a  person  would  be  considered  as  wanting  in 
politeness  if  on  visiting  a  superior  he  did  not  put  it  on.    The  shirt  is  veiy 
full  and  the  sleeves  which  reach  below  the  hands  particularly  so.  J  Tlie 
former  is  open  to  the  sides  from  the  neck  to  the  waist  and  falls  over  the 
trousers,  and  these  which  are  excessively  large,  open  at  the  foot  and  are 
drawn  in  at  the  waist  with  a  string.    The  head  is  covered  by  an  enormous 
blue  or  white  turban  and  the  feet  with  slippers  without  quarters.  The 

i  upper  classes  are  for  the  most  part  simplj--  dressed  and  consider  luxury  in 
j  this  resjDect  as  enervating,  but  some  young  chiefs  have  their  robes  embroider- 
1  ed  with  gold  thread  and  ornamented  with  gold  lace.    Tliis  is  done  in  the 
I  harems  by  the  women  who  excel  in  this  kind  of  work,  particularly  in  Kanda- 

j  bar.    The  Afghans  are  not  careful  of  their  clothes  and  soil  them  the 
f  very  first  day  they  are  put  on,  for  they  squat  on  the  ground  without  taking 
the  least  thought  whether  the  spot  on  which  they  sit  is  clean  or  dirty. 
Tliey  never  change  their  garments,  not  even  the  shirt,  until  they  are  com- 

pletely worn  out,  and  as  they  rarely  wash  themselves  they  are  constantly 

covered  with  vermin  great  and  small." 
In  the  matter  of  dress  excepting  the  Achakzais,  the  Duranis  show  as 

I  usual  a  considerable  superiority  over  the  other  tribes.    The  following  was 
found  to  be  a  fairly  true  description  of  their  dress. §    "  The  Duranis  about 

"  Macgregor's  Gazetteer. 
t  A  thick  white  material  like  felt  for  the  outer  cloak  is  common  about  KanJ;ih,ar 

and  the  Pishin,  and  to  this  is  often  added  a  "  iDoshtm"  or  coat  of  skin  with  the  hair toned  inwards. 

X  The  cloaks  about  Kandahi'ir  and  all  over  the  South  have  frequently  long  false 
blecves  reaching  nearly  to  the  ground. 

§  Macgregor's  Gazetteer. 
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towns,  most  of  those  in  villages  and  all  those  of  the  shej^herds  who  are  in 
easy  circumstances  wear  a  dress  nearly  resemhling  that  of  Persia,  which 
though  not  very  convenient  is  remarkably  decorous  and  with  the  addition 
of  a  beard  gives  an  appearance  of  gravity  and  respectability  to  the  lowest 
of  the  common  people.  The  poorer  Duranis,  particularly  among  the  shep- 

herds, wear  a  wide  skirt  and  mantle.  The  poor  only  change  their  clothes 
on  Fridays  and  often  only  every  other  Friday,  but  they  bathe  once  a  week 
at  least,  and  their  prayers  req^uire  them  to  wash  their  faces,  beards  and 
hands  and  arms  many  times  in  the  course  of  the  day.  The  little  Khans 
all  over  the  country  wear  the  Persian  dress.  Their  coats  are  made  of  silk, 
satin,  and  a  mixture  of  silk  and  cotton  called  Gaemstjt,  and  sometimes  of 
brocade,  and  they  all  wear  shawl  girdles  and  a  shawl  round  their  caps. 

Their  cloaks  also  are  of  broadcloth  often  red  or  of  silk  of  dliferent  colours." 
To  the  Achakzais  the  above  remarks  hardly  apply  except  in  a  very  general 
way.  Their  manner  of  dress  is  the  same,  but  they  seldom  or  never  change 
their  clothes  as  long  as  they  last,  and  consequently  go  about  in  filthy  rags 
often  half  tumbling  olS  them.  They  are  in  dress  as  in  everything  else  the 
most  uncouth  and  uncivilized  of  the  great  clan  to  which  they  belong. 

With  regard  to  the  Sayads,  Tarins  and  Kakars,  etc.  met  with  en  route 
there  is  little  to  be  remarked  except  that  they  all  wore  the  unmistakeable 
Afghan  dress.  In  the  more  civilized  valleys  as  the  Pishin,  Dof,  Gwal, 
Ghazgai  and  the  Borai  the  dress  was  better  and  more  respectable  answering 

to  the  above  given  description  of  the  Durani  dress.*  But  in  the  hill  dis- 
tricts especially  in  the  elevated  region  about  Mt.  Mazhwo  the  dress  mere- 

ly appeared  to  be  a  collection  of  dirty  rags,  the  remains  of  what  was  origin- 

ally the  national  costume.  The  Panizais,  Mehtaezais,  Saeas"gzais, 
AiiA^D  and  SuLiiiIy  Khe'ls,  DuiXAES  and  Zakhpe'ls  among  the  Kakars 

bear  off  the  palm  for  dirt  and  squalor.  The  I'sa,  Utman  and  Sajtbab 
Khe'ls  are  much  cleaner  and  neater  in  appearance  and  altogether  better 
dressed.  The  Lr'xis  and  ZAEKH.i>fs  met  with  wore  the  dirtier  and  more 

ragged  class  of  dress,  but  with  the  exception  of  the  Sa>"DAE  Khe'l  Kakars 
the  Pishin  Sayads  were  the  best-dressed  people  I  recollect  to  have  seen  ou 
the  road. 

The  dwellings  were  found  to  differ  considerably  in  different  parts  of 
the  route.  Those  about  the  Pishin  and  Dof  valleys  were  apparently  con- 

structed on  the  same  principles,  whether  Sayad,  Tarin,  Achakzai  or 
Kakar.  Tribe  indeed  does  not  apparently  affect  the  construction  of 
dwellings  so  much  as  locality. 

The  most  noticeable  construction  of  hut  is  that  to  be  found  every- 

*  Among  the  Sayads  it  was  to  he  ohserved  that  the  articles  of  dress  were  not 
homespun  but  of  foreign  manufacture,  obtaLaed  probably  during  their  many  visits  to 
Hindustan. 
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where  to  the  west  of  the  Kho'ja  AmExIN  Eange.  These  are  square  dwellings 
of  mud  (kacbcha)  bricks  about  20  feet  by  12  feet  and  some  6  to  8  feet 
high  surmounted  by  one  or  more  small  domes.  In  this  method  of  construc- 

tion wood  is  not  required  for  the  roof,  a  great  consideration  in  a  treeless 
country  like  South  Afghanistan  («zie  fig.  1).  But  the  hut  of  the  Pishin 
Valley  and  neighbourhood  has  a  sloped  roof  (fig.  2)  supported  on  strong 
rafters,  thatched  and  finally  covered  with  mud.  This  roof  is  by  far  the 
most  valuable  part  of  the  structure,  and  during  their  numerous  migrations 

they  carry  away  the  wood-work  to  be  set  up  in  the  new  site.  The  usual 
measurements  of  such  a  hut  are  roughly  :  length  18  feet,  breadth  6  feet, 
height  of  wall  6  feet  and  of  roof  10  feet.  They  have  no  windows  but 
usually  three  small  holes  at  either  end  for  air  and  smoke.  A  hut  generally 
stands  in  a  small  yard  surrounded  by  a  rough  stone  or  mud  wall  and  some- 

times there  are  two  or  three  huts  in  the  san^e  enclosure. 

As  the  mountainous  regions  between  the  Pishin  and  Shor  Valleys  are 
approached,  the  huts  become  much  rougher  though  constructed  on  the  same 
principles.  They  are  irregular  structures  of  mud  over  foundation  walls  of 
largo  unhewn  and  uncemented  stones  from  the  nearest  stream  or  hill-side, 
and  frequently  also  the  back  wall  is  the  hill-side  itself.  The  roof  as  before 
is  of  thatch  covered  with  mud.  There  is  also  often  a  small  window  hole 

and  the  door  frequently  stands  out  from  the  roof  on  the  principle  of  a 
dormer  window  (fig.  5).  The  general  dimensions  are  height  10  to  12 

feet,  height  of  rough  stone-work  3  feet,  of  mud  wall  1  to  2  feet,  length  10 
to  12  feet. 

Up  in  the  mountains  and  in  the  upper  gorge  of  the  E.  Ro'd  the  dwell- 
ings degenerate  into  a  mere  irregular  thatch  of  leaves  and  brushwood  of 

a  pyramidal  or  conical  form  supported  by  a  centre  pole  and  having  a  door 
I  or  entrance  at  one  side.  Frequently  a  hole  is  scooped  out  from  the  hill- 

side and  thatched  in,  so  as  to  form  a  rough  kind  of  hut  or  dwelling.  These 
conical  huts  measure  generally  :  height  10  feet,  diameter  at  base  10  feet 

j  {vide  fig.  4) . 
On  reaching  the  lower  lands  about  O'bushtkat,  Khwaka.  and 

CniMJAK,  a  hut  very  similar  in  appearance  to  that  of  the  lower  Eo'd 

j  Gorge  is  to  be  seen,  the  roof  of  which  is  irregular  and  of  thatch  covered 
with  mud  and  supported  on  irregular  rough  stone  walls  cemented,  so  to 
speak,  with  mud.    There  is  usually  no  gap  for  a  window  {vide  fig.  8).  The 

j  measurements  are :  length  about  12  feet,  height  of  wall  3  feet,  total  height 
1  8  feet. 

In  the  mountainous  tract  between  the  Sno'n  and  Zho'b  valleys  the 
huts  are  very  wretched  and  have  the  appearance  of  being  of  a  temporary 
character.  The  fioor  is  scooped  out  of  the  ground  on  tlie  hill-side  so  as 
to  save  a  back-wall,  and  a  wall  about  3  feet  high  is  built  up  on  three  sides 
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surmounted  bj  the  usual  mud-and-thatch  roof  The  interior  height  is 
about  6  feet  and  the  length  some  10  or  12  feet,  breadth  6  feet. 

But  on  reaching  the  Ghazgai  and  Bo'eai  Valleys,  i.  e.,  the  territories 
of  the  UiMAii  and  Sandae  Khe'l  Kakars,  a  notable  difference  in  dwelling 
structure  is  observable.  The  houses,  rather  than  huts,  now  to  be  seen  are  of 

mud,  as  in  Belochistan,  Sind  and  the  Panjab.*  In  the  Ghazgai  Valley 
they  are  all  fortified  after  the  fashion  of  these  people,  having  frequently  a 
look-out  tower,  which  is  sometimes  square  but  generally  circular,  attached 
to  them.  The  body  of  the  building  has  the  sloped  thatch-and-mud  roof  of 
the  Pishin  valley.  The  entrances  or  doors  are  very  low,  being  only  3  feet 
or  so  in  height ;  the  tower  has  also  a  separate  entrance  of  a  similar 
construction,  and  round  the  top  of  it  is  a  row  of  loop-holes.  The  usual 
dimensions  are  :  height  of  wall  4  feet,  of  hut  8  feet,  of  tower  12  feet,  base 
of  tower  6  feet  square  (diameter,  if  round,  6  feet),  length  of  hut  16  feet 
{vide  fig.  9). 

In  the  Bo'eai  and  Lu'ni  Valleys  were  the  best  dwellings  (figs.  10,  11, 
13)  I  saw  outside  Kandahar  in  all  S.  Afghanistan,  and  I  can  hardly  do 

better  regarding  them  than  repeat  what  I  have  elsewhere  said.f  "  They 
are  no  longer  huts,  but  have  become  houses  with  dimensions  varying  consi- 

derably ;  fig.  10  represents  one  of  the  smaller  ones.  They  are  built  entirely 
of  mud  with  flat  roofs  from  which  the  water  is  carried  by  projecting 
spouts.  They  are  generally  fortified  and  have  towers  attached  and  usually 
only  one  door.  Fig.  11  represents  one  of  these  fortified  houses.  The 

bulk  of  the  houses,  however,  in  the  Bo'eai  Valley  are  much  larger  than 
those  above  mentioned,  and  may  be  described  as  fortified  structures  of  mud, 
surrounded  by  a  mud  wall  some  12  feet  high  and  covering  sometimes  nearly 

an  acre  of  ground  [vide  fig.  13).  They  have  usually  several  towers  attach- 
ed and  one  door ;  within  the  outer  wall  are  a  quantity  of  fruit  trees,  and  the 

house  probably  contains  a  whole  family.  Generally  also  there  is  a  low  3 
foot  mud  wall  extending  round  the  fields  belonging  to  the  house  probably 
for  their  protection.  Three  or  four  such  houses  often  constitute  a  village. 

The  fortifications  of  an  Utmaw  Khe'l  village  are  often  supplemented  by 
a  small  regular  square  mud  fort  or  redoubt  with  corner  towers.  Forts  of 

a  similar  description  are  also  to  be  observed  about  the  Sandae  Khe'l  and 
Lu'ni  Territory,  where  the  villages  are  generally  a  straggling  collection  of 

*  In  the  Panjdb  the  walls  of  such  a  house  (kachcha  matan)  are  built  simply  of 
wet  mud  (gontlha)  without  foundation  (bunj^ad),  then  smoothed  over  with  liquid  mud 
(kaigal)  and  finally  covered  with  a  wash  of  cowdung  and  mud  (gobri)  and  often  also 
¥with  whitewash  (sufedi)  or  a  coloured  lime-wash  (rang).  The  roof  (chhat)  is  of  rafters 
(khari)  covered  with  a  light  reed  thatch  (sirki),  plastered  over  with  mud  or  earth 
(mitthi)  and  cowdung  (gobri) . 

t  J.  R.  G.  S,,  1880. 
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the  large  fortified  houses  above  described.  They  have  a  well-built,  sub- 
stantial and  prosperous  appearance  not  often  seen  in  the  East.  Sometimes 

a  Malik  or  petty  chiet"  will  build  himself  a  fort  apparently  as  much  for 
show  as  anything  else.  China  Ko't  in  the  Bo'kai  valley  (fig.  14)  is  such 
a  fort.  The  main  interest  in  it  is  that  it  is  quite  new,  not  more  than  20 
years  old,  and  so  is  a  specimen  of  the  modern  method  of  Kakar  fortifica- 

tion. It  is  on  a  small  isolated  hillock  rising  out  of  the  valley,  and  is 
constructed  as  usual  of  mud  on  a  rough  stone  foundation.  The  owner  is 

one  Malik  Sanbi,  an  A'lizai  Sandae  Khb'l.  The  approach  is  by  a 
causeway  of  very  rough  construction,  and  it  is  entered  as  usual  by  a  single 
door  so  situated  as  to  be  easily  commanded.  The  whole  structure  covers 

about  an  acre  of  ground". 
The  nomadic  habits  of  the  Duranis  and  especially  of  the  Achakzai 

section  of  that  tribe  have  been  frequently  noticed  by  former  writers. 

Among  the  Kakars,  too,  are  found  several  nomad  sections,  such  as  the  Stjli- 

MAN  and  Amand  Khe'ls  of  the  Pishin  and  the  bulk  of  the  Panizais, 
DuMAES,  and  Zakhpe  ls;  even  the  more  fixed  and  agricultural  sections  of 

the  Kakars-,  as  the  Sandar  and  Utman  Khe'ls,  and  the  Lu'nis  have  the 
nomadic  instinct  strong  in  them  and  spend  all  the  hotter  weather  roaming 
with  their  flocks  in  the  neighbouring  hills.  By  far  the  greater  part  of  the 
AcHAKZAis  have  no  fixed  abode,  but  live  in  a  curious  kind  of  hut  called 
a  KiziiDAi,  which  has  been  thought  peculiar  to  the  Duranis,  but  as  far  as 
I  could  ascertain,  it  is  common  to  all  the  nomad  sections  whether  Dubani 
or  Kakae.  The  Kiziedai  is  a  structure  of  bent  willow  rods  or  withies 

covei'ed  over  with  black  felt-like  blankets  and  sometimes  with  black  mat- 
ting {vide  fig.  3).  There  are  generally  four  or  five  of  these  willow  supports 

in  a  row  over  which  the  covering  is  stretched.  I  saw  one  in  the  course  of 
construction  near  Alizai  in  the  Pishin  and  the  method  of  putting  up  the 
supports  is  that  shown  in  fig.  15.  The  Kizhdais  are  very  warm  in  winter 
and  can  be  made,  by  opening  out  the  sides,  cool  and  pleasant  in  summer, 
and  are  also,  from  the  closeness  of  the  strands  of  the  covering  which  swell 

with  moisture,  impervious  to  rain.  They  have  for  a  nomad  race  the  advan- 
tage of  being  as  easily  moved  as  an  ordinary  tent.  In  several  Ki/.hdais  of 

a  permanent  kind  near  villages  I  saw  a  regularly  railed  in  space  in  the 
middle  for  goats  and  sheep.  The  usual  dimensions  are  :  height  1  feet, 
length  12  feet,  opening  or  doorway  3  feet  by  3  feet. 

There  are  two  other  kinds  of  structure  which  are  interesting  in  this 

connection.  In  the  Bo'eai  valley  the  Saxdae  Khe'ls  build  small  circular 
mud  towers  of  peculiar  make  {oide  fig.  12),  raised  on  piles  about  2  foot 
from  the  ground,  in  which  they  store  grain  containing  as  I  have  elsewhere 

shown*  about  enough  for  five  personsfor  one  year.    Buusa  (chaff  or  chop- 
"  J.  K.  G.  S..  18S0. 

u 
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ped  straw  for  fodder)  is  kept  in  round  mud-covered  heaps  containing  about 
100  to  200  maunds,  as  are  turnips  etc.  in  England  for  the  winter.  Grain 
of  all  sorts  is  also  stored  in  sacks  weighing  about  100  seers,  which  are  kept 
in  the  huts  and  sometimes  buried  in  some  place  known  only  to  the  owner 

to  save  them  from  the  rapacity  of  the  numerous  hangers-on  of  the  Sirdars 
or  of  the  Amir. 

.  Secondly,  ̂ sxas  or  watermills  are  noticeable  objects  everywhere. 
Their  general  features  have  been  frequently  before  described,  as  they  are 
common  to  Afghanistan,  Persia  and  Turkistan,  and  the  following  from 

MacGregor  will  answer  the  internal  description  of  them  all :  "  The  wheel 
is  horizontal  and  the  feathers  are  disposed  obliquely  so  as  to  resemble  the 

"wheel  of  a  smoke-jack.  It  is  within  the  mill  and  immediately  below  the 
mill-stone,  which  turns  on  the  same  spindle  with  the  wheel.  The  water  is 
introduced  into  the  mill  by  a  trough  so  as  to  fall  on  the  wheel.  The 

¥wheel  itself  is  not  more  than  4  feet  in  diameter."*  Externally  they  have 
always  the  appearance  of  the  ordinary  habitations  round  them,  whatever 
the  prevailing  construction  may  be.  They  are  to  be  found  along  the  line 

of  a  Ktj'l  or  of  a  natural  running  stream,  and  often,  to  give  the  water  greater 
power,  a  portion  of  the  stream  will  be  banked  uj)  for  some  distance  before 
it  reaches  the  mill  (fig.  4).  The  roof  is  usually  on  a  level  with  the  banks 
of  the  stream.  In  places,  as  at  AlIzai  in  the  Pishin,  long  lines  of 
AsxAS  and  embankments  are  to  be  seen  along  the  same  stream  (fig.  17). 

There  is  little  to  be  remarked  under  the  head  of  cultivation  beyond  a 

notice  of  such  methods  of  irrigation,  etc.,  as  came  prominently  under  obser- 
vation, for  my  journey  was  of  too  hurried  a  nature  to  admit  of  any  inves- 

tigation. In  irrigation  considerable  skill  is  everywhere  evinced  in  S. 

Afghanistan,  especially  in  the  direction  of  Ku'is  or  artificial  water-courses, 
of  Kaee'zes  or  underground  water-courses,  and  of  groins  and  river  dams. 
Wells  are  not  seemingly  in  use  for  cultivation  as  in  the  Panjab  and  Persia. 

The  Ktj'l  is  well-known  in  all  the  northern  districts  of  India  and  there 
is  little  to  be  added  here,  except  to  notice  the  general  prevalence  of  this 
style  of  irrigation  in  S.  Afghanistan,  where  along  the  Tarnak  Valley  it  is 
used  to  such  an  extent  as  to  dry  up  and  disperse  the  water  of  the  river : 
a  state  of  things  also  noticeable  along  the  rivers  running  towards  the  Indus 
and  the  Kaciii  Plain  of  Beluchistan.  The  entire  flow  of  many  mountain 
streams  is  frequently  thus  utilised,  and  great  skill  is  often  to  be  observed 

in  the  preservation  of  the  levels ;  and  in  one  place  in  the  Bo'eai  Valley  I 
observed  a  Ktj'l  carried  under  the  stony  bed  of  the  E.  To'e.  Khaize'  by  a 
rough  but  practicable  syphon. 

*  Such  watermills  are  common  enougli  in  tlic  Himalayan  districts,  and  I  have  in 
mj'  possession  a  wooden  bowl  turned  by  a  lathe  worked  by  a  water-wheel  in  a  remote 

valley  in  Ku'lu'. 
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The  Kare'z  has  been  frequently  noticed  by  travellers  in  Central  Asia 
beginning  with  Marco  Polo,  who,  according  to  liamusio's  version,  writes 
about  "  the  weai'isome  and  desert  road  in  Keeman  (Kieman)",  that* 
"  after  those  days  of  desert  you  arrive  at  a  stream  of  fresli  water  running 
underground,  but  along  which  there  are  holes  broken  in  here  and  there,  per- 

haps undermined  by  the  stream,  at  whicli  you  can  get  sight  of  it.  It  lias 
an  abundant  supply  and  travellers  worn  with  the  hardships  of  the  desert 

here  rest  and  refresh  themselves  and  their  hearts."  Col.  Yule  remarks  on 

this  (p.  116)  "  tlie  underground  stream  was  probably  a  subterraneous  canal 

(called  Kanat  and  Kaee'z)  such  as  is  common  in  Persia,  often  conducted 
from  a  great  distance.  Here  it  may  have  been  a  relic  of  abandoned  culti- 

vation". Khanikoff  on  the  road  between  Kirman  and  Yezd,  not  far  west 
of  that  which  I  suppose  Marco  to  be  travelling,  says  :  "  At  the  fifteen 
inhabited  spots  marked  on  the  map  they  have  water  which  has  been 
brought  from  a  great  distance  and  at  considerable  cost  by  means  of  sub- 

terraneous galleries  to  which  you  descend  by  large  and  deep  wells.  Al- 
though the  water  flows  at  some  depth  its  course  is  marked  upon  the  surface 

by  a  line  of  more  abundant  vegetation."  Elphinstone  says  he  has  heard 
of  such  subterranean  conduits  36  miles  in  length  "  MacGregor  describes 
the  construction  of  a  Kaue'z  thus  :  "  a  shaft  5  or  6  feet  in  deptli  is  sunk  at 
the  spot  where  the  stream  is  to  issue  on  the  surface,  and  at  regular  intervals 
of  from  20  to  50  or  more  paces  in  the  direction  of  the  hill,  whence  it  has 
been  previously  ascertained  that  a  supply  of  water  will  be  obtained,  other 
shafts  are  sunk  and  the  bottoms  of  all  connected  together  by  slightly  slop- 

ing tunnels.  The  depth  of  tlie  shafts  increases  with  their  distance  from 
the  original  according  to  the  slope  of  the  ground.  Their  number  and  the 

length  of  the  Ka'ee'z  depends  on  the  supply  of  water  met  with,  the 
quantity  required  and  tlie  distance  of  the  habitable  or  cultivable  spot. 
The  position  of  the  shafts  is  marked  by  circular  heaps  of  earth  on  the 
surface  and  their  orifices  are  usually  closed,  the  covering  being  removed 

at  intervals  of  a  year  or  more  for  the  purpose  of  cleaning  and  i-epairing 
the  shafts  and  tunnels.  Much  experience  is  required  to  select  a  spot  from 

which  a  plentiful  and  lasting  supply  will  be  obtained.  Some  Kaeb'zes 
afford  a  constant  supply  of  water  for  ages  whilst  others  become  exhausted 

before  they  have  paid  for  the  cost  of  construction."  To  this  I  may  add 
the  advantage  of  the  Kaee'z  is  the  prevention  of  the  rapid  evaporation 
the  water  would  undergo  in  such  a  climate  if  freely  exposed  to  the  air. 

K.vee'zes  are  frequently  very  deep,  40  feet  and  more  below  the  surface. 
Judging  from  one  seen  under  construction  in  the  Pishin,  the  shafts  or 
wells  are  sunk  as  usual  with  pick  and  shovel  and  with  crate  and  windlass, 

and  the  water-passage  tunnelled  out  afterwards.  One  cause  of  the  per- 
*  Yule's  Marco  Polo  I,  115. 
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manent  drying  up  o£  Kaee'zes  is  the  shifting  of  the  subterraneous  water 

lodgment,  and  it  is  not  uncommon  to  see  parallel  lines  of  Kaee'z  weUs  close 
to  each  other,  Kaee'z  digging  is  a  special  occupation,  the  Gniiziis  being 
famous  for  it. 

The  system  of  irrigation  by  tanks  or  open  reservoirs  so  successfully 

used  in  Maistt'e  and  many  parts  of  the  Madras  Presidency  is  only  sparing- 
ly used  in  Afghanistan,  and  I  only  observed  a  few  small  irrigation  tanks  in 

the  Pishin  and  Kada3XI  Yalleys,  though  from  the  universal  presence  of 

uneven  country  in  Afghanistan  it  would  appear  that  the  Maistt'e  system 
of  hands  and  tanks  should  succeed  as  a  means  of  irrigation  if  regularly  in- 
troduced. 

The  method  of  irrigation  by  means  of  groins  and  reclamation  of 
river-beds  to  be  observed  in  the  high  lands  along  the  vaUey  of  the  R. 

Eo'd  and  in  the  Sho'e  Yalley  in  the  neighbom-hood  of  CnxsiJASf  is  very 
remarkable.  These  groins  are  constructed  at  a  great  cost  of  labour  with 
rough  stones  and  tree  trunks  and  are  frequently  turfed  over  and  planted 

with  willows  and  small  bushes.  In  the  Eo'd  Gorge  the  main  portion  of 
the  cultivable  land  has  been  obtained  in  this  way. 

There  is  one  more  point  to  be  noticed  in  this  connection.  Elphinstone 
states  (Kingdom  of  Kabul)  that  it  seems  to  be  only  in  the  very  poorest 
parts  of  the  country  that  land  is  allowed  to  lie  fallow  for  a  year.  This, 
however,  is  apparently  not  the  case  in  the  Kakar  Country  generally,  espe- 

cially in  the  Bo'eai  Yalley,  where  the  large  area  under  cultivation  is  only 
to  be  accounted  for  by  a  large  portion  of  it  being  allowed  to  lie  fallow 
every  year. 

Madder,  which,  as  MaeGregor  observes,  is  common  in  the  west  of  Afgha- 

nistan and  sold  aU.  over  India  by  Pathans  as  Majit  orMA:N'jfr,isto  be  found 

in  the  Do'f  Yalley  in  highly  cultivated  lands  deeply  furroughsd  and 
manured.  The  leaves  are  used  for  cattle  and  the  roots  for  the  dye.  This 

cultivation  is  elaborate,  good  and  costly,  and  the  yield  in  the  Do'f  YaUey 
is  said  to  be  worth  Es.  1000.  The  people  there  believe  apparently  that  it  is 

not  grown  elsewhere  ;  it  is,  however,  to  be  seen  about  Takht-i-Pu'l  near 
Kandahar. 

Graveyards  deserve  mention  in  this  place.  These  are  to  be  found 
scattered  over  the  land  in  places  quite  remote  from  population.  In  fact 
the  dead  are  frequently  carried  to  long  distances  from  their  place  of  decease 
in  order  to  be  buried  at  a  particular  spot.  This  system  of  carrying  the 
dead  to  certain  places  belonging  to  the  family  is  prevalent  among  the 

Panjab  Muhammadans,  the  Tu'surzAis  and  other  such  Pathans  as  inhabit 
British  Territory.  I  saw  the  body  of  a  Stjbahdae  of  the  26th  Panjab 
Xative  Infantry  who  had  died  at  Quetta  being  carried  down  the  Bolaa 
Pass  to  be  buried  in  the  Peshawar  District,  and  on  the  Panjab  Eadways 
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there  are  special  rates  and  arrangements  for  the  carriage  of  corpses. 
On  the  other  hand  among  the  Pathans  travellers  and  often  the  dead 
on  a  field  of  battle  are  buried  where  they  die,  and  the  Ghilzais  are  always 
so  buried.  The  reason  given  for  conveying  corpses  to  certain  burial  grounds 
is,  that  a  Pathan  should  be  buried  by  the  tomb  of  the  Pie  or  Saint  he 
followed  in  life,  at  whatever  distance  it  may  be.  Tliis  accounts  for  grave- 

yards on  the  summits  of  mountains,  as  on  Mt.  Khwa.ta  Ameai!T  in  the 
GwAJA  Pass,  and  in  the  Teikh  Kueah  and  Palkai  Passes  miles  away 

from  habitations.*  I  was  told  that  parties  on  the  road  to  and  from  a 
burial  place  were  never  molested.  MacGregorf  states  with  reference  to 
the  GniLZAis  that  it  is  the  custom  of  the  country  to  throw  a  heap  of 

stones  over  a  murdered  traveller  and  that  the  road  leading  fi-om  Shilghae 

to  Zu'emat  the  frequency  of  these  heaps  is  sickening,  in  many  cases  being 
found  at  the  closed  ends  of  ravines,  showing  that  the  poor  travellei's  have 
run  as  far  as  possible  and  then  been  hewed  down.  The  same  remarks 

would  be  perfectly  true  of  the  long  and  narrow  To'pobaegh  Valley  near 
Mt.  ]\lAznwo  in  the  highlands  separating  the  country  of  the  Zakhpe'ls 
and  Paxizais,  a  place  particularly  favourable  for  such  murders,  and  the 
large  number  of  such  heaps  as  above  described,  sometimes  three  or  four 
together,  is  horriljle  to  contemplate.  This  method  of  forming  cairns  is 
common  also  in  the  Himalayan  Districts,  and  I  have  seen  Gtjekhas  in 
passing  these  Pathan  cairns  throw  stones  on  them  from  sheer  habit. 

The  Lti'nis  form  little  pillars  of  rough  stones  to  mark  the  spots  of 
victories  over  the  Beluchis,  and  several  such  pillars  (fig,  16)  are  to  be 
found  in  the  Han  Pass  and  about  the  Debatable  Lands. 

As  might  have  been  anticipated,  of  historical  remains  there  are  practi- 
cally  none.  Indeed  such  could  hardly  be  expected  in  a  country  which  has 
no  history  to  speak  of,  beyond  petty  internal  squabbling,  and  no  means  of 
constructing  buildings  on  any  scale  or  of  durable  materials.  In  the  Pishin 

there  is  an  old  ruined  fort  of  the  Haetj'xs  (TAEi'jfs)  on  a  hill  called  Siee' 
KiiiLA  deserted  about  60  years  ago  ;  and  near  Samaizai,  not  far  from 

Knc'sHDiL  Khan,  a  small  artificial  mound  with  some  fortifications  on  it 
like  those  at  Quetta,  with  which  it  has  probably  a  similar  origin.  It  is 
called  Spin  Khua  (White  Fort)  but  has  apparently  no  local  history.  The 
only  distinctly  historical  traditions  which  the  Kiikars  appear  to  have  relate 

to  N.VDiE  Sn.vii's  time,  i.  e.,  only  a  century  back,  and  in  the  Bo'eai  all 

*  The  Zakka  Khe'ls,  a  wild  troublesome  tribe  about  the  Khaibar,  who  have  a bad  name,  are  said  to  have  stolen  a  saint  from  the  Yu'sufzais  and  murdered  him 
to  obtain  the  Pi'ii  round  whoso  grave  they  bury  their  dead.  Tradition  says  that  they 
arc  such  scoundrels,  that  no  man  among  them  could  be  found  whom  even  they  could reverence  after  death  as  a  saint. 

t  Quoted  above  in  the  section  on  Polity. 
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remains  are  locally  referred  to  him.  In  the  centre  of  the  Valley  a  fort  of 
some  size  built  on  the  same  princij^le  as  that  at  Quetta,  but  not  so  high  and 
much  more  extensive,  is  called  Shahr-i-Nadie.  It  is  now  deserted  and 
considerably  ruined.  The  principle  on  which  these  forts  were  built  is  a 
very  sound  one  in  such  a  country,  as  the  most  desirable  position  from 
which  to  watch  a  valley  is  from  an  eminence  so  situated  that  all  parts  of 
the  valley  are  visible  at  once,  and  at  the  same  time  that  an  enemy  advanc- 

ing from  the  hills  must  show  himself.  As  it  is  very  seldom  that  such 
eminences  are  natural  they  had  to  be  constructed  where  necessary.  This  is 
the  governing  principle  in  the  selection  of  the  sites  of  Quetta  and  Kanda- 

har, in  fact  the  attempt  to  build  Kandahar  alongside  one  of  the  apparent- 
ly strongly  situated  hills  near  it  failed  as  a  military  measure. 

In  the  Bo'rai  Valley  and  along  the  route  thence,  via  the  Hanumbab, 
TEfxH  Ktjeam  and  Han  Passes,  towards  Baekho'm  a  remarkable  set  of 
remains  are  found  everywhere  in  the  shape  of  large  quantities  of  pieces  of 

burnt  bricks  and  pottery*  of  a  manufacture  and  excellence  not  now  known 
in  these  parts.  These  are  found  in  all  kinds  of  places,  on  the  hill  tops,  in 
the  valleys  and  passes  and  alongside  streams.  The  inhabitants  say  they 

are  the  remains  of  Nadie  Shah's  army,  but  as  this  was  an  old  Kafila 
route,  the  present  one  via  Mekhtae  being  not  far  distant,  it  is  as  likely 

that  the  presence  of  the  remains  is  due  to  this  as  to  Nadie  Shah's  mai*eh 
in  this  direction  ;  it  is,  however,  more  than  likely  that  he  and  his  successor 
Ahmad  Shah,  the  first  Dueani  and  hero  of  Panipat,  or  portions  of  their 
forces  made  more  than  one  march  along  this  route. 

The  state  of  civilization  varies  considerably  with  the  locality,  the  in- 
habitants of  the  valleys  being  of  course  more  civilized  than  their  hill 

neighbours.  As  has  been  above  observed,  the  more  hilly  the  country  the 
more  scarce  and  rough  the  dwellings  become,  a  sure  indication  of  the 
general  civilization  of  the  occupants.  The  Zaekhans  and  among  the  Ka- 
KAES  the  DxiMAES,  Zakhpe'ls,  Panizais  and  Amand  Khe'is  bear  off  the 
palm  for  wildness,  and  their  civilization  is  merely  nominal.  The  Utjian 

and  Sandae  Khe'ls  present  a  substantial,  though  rude,  form  of  civilization 
of  the  patriarchal  type,  as  shown  in  their  buildings,  their  husbandry,  their 
better  class  of  wearing  apparel  and  the  quantity  of  food  supply,  much  of 

it  foreign,  which  they  possess,  and  the  same  is  true  of  the  Lu'ni  Khe'ls. 
The  Kakars  of  the  Do'p  and  Gwal  Valleys  resemble  their  Pishin  neigh- 

bours in  almost  everything,  even  to  their  habit  of  xisiting  foreign  countries, 

and  many  an  I'sa  Khe'l  or  Shamozai  Kakar  is  to  be  found,  who  has  been 
in  Karachi  and  Bombay  and  even  served  as  a  sailor.  In  the  Pishin  there 

are  many  indications  of  a  superior  civilization,  notably  in  the  presence  of 

*  Several  specimens  were  sent  to  this  Society  by  the  present  writer  with  the  Geo- 
logical collection  he  made  in  the  districts  under  discussion. 
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women  and  children  in  the  villages  passed  by  the  army,  the  knowledge  of 
Hindustani,  which  is  there  so  frequent  as  to  carry  one  anywhere  through 
the  valley,  and  the  travelling  habits  of  the  people.  These  traits  are  more 
specially  to  be  observed  among  the  Pishin  Satads,  than  among  the  Taeiks, 
though  many  of  these  speak  Hindustani  fluently,  as  also  can  some  of  the 

Do'p  and  Gwal  Valley  Kakars.  Many  of  the  so-called  Pathans  who  travel 
to  all  parts  of  India  and  even  to  Burmah  selling  horses  are  Pishin  Sayads, 
some  of  whom  make  it  a  yearly  practice  to  do  so,  keeping  regular  agents 

at  Bangaltj'ii  (in  Maisu'e)  and  other  horse  marts.  "When  the  field  tele- 
graph was  first  opened  at  Gulistan  Kare'z  in  the  Pishin,  all  private 

messages  had  to  be  countersigned  by  the  Political  Agent,  whose  tent  was 
besieged  by  applications  for  telegrams  from  the  Sayads  and  Tarfns,  who  sent 
messages  to  all  parts  of  India,  one  being  addressed  to  Kandy  in  Ceylou. 

VI.  Language, 

My  observations  under  this  head  were  the  most  unsatisfactory  of  all, 

as  I  was  enabled  to  do  little  more  than  observe  the  variations  in  the  pro- 
nunciation of  place  names. 

The  language  spoken  is  Pusiito*  in  dialects  not,  however,  differing 
so  much  from  the  standard  Pushto  of  our  army  as  to  prevent  the  soldiers 
from  being  readily  understood.  Its  most  prominent  feature,  the  excessive 

gutturalness,  seen  in  such  words  as  Ghwazh,  Ukhmughdai,  Zhizha  Tan- 
GAi,  is  apparently  such  as  is  commonly  to  he  found  in  the  language,  as 
also  are  the  harsh  cerebral  t,  d  and  r,  so  frequently  heard  all  along  the 
route. t 

The  next  most  important  feature  for  the  purposes  of  this  paper  is  the 
interchange  of  consonants  in  place  names.  Those  that  came  under  obser- 

vation are  the  following,  some  of  which  are  doubtless  due  to  local  dialectic 
variation.  J 

Clianges  of  J. 
into  d  and  z.    Ngandeh  =  Nganjeh:    Stajgai  =  Sxadgai  = 

Sazdai. 

into  zli  and  y.    Zho'b  =  Jo'b  =  Yo'b. 
into  z.    Zai  (the  termination)  4  Zo'l  =  Jai  =  Ji. 
into  sli.    KuusHLAK  =  Khujlak. 

*  Or  PuKiiTo.    Kii  (^)  and  sh  (c^")  are  convertible  sounds  in  the  language. 
t  This  is  especially  the  case  in  the  Bo'hai  Valley  and  in  the  country  approaching tho  Bcloch  Border.  But  this  might  be  due  to  the  propinquity  of  the  Bclochhi  dialects 

in  which  t  and  d  are  very  hard. 
+  All  such  interchanges  are  valuable  for  comparing  and  identifying  tho  names 

given  by  various  uulhurs  to  places  along  tho  same  route. 
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into  cJi.    Khunchagai  =  KntrifjAGAr. 
Changes  of  Z. 
into  d.    Dakgai  =  Zaegai  :  Manzakai  =  Mttkdakai  :  Sandae  \ 

Khe'i  =  Sajstzar  Khe'l, 
into  d.    To'r  Khaize'  =  To'e  Khaide'. 
into  zh.    Zawar  =  Zhawae  :  Zadijit  =  ZhadtJw. 

into  g.    MuLAZAi  =  Malagai. 
Changes  of  R  and  li. 

r  into  r.    Bo'rai  =  Bo'rai  :  Waeiagai  =  Wartagai. 
r  and  r  into  I.    Multat  =  Murtat  :  Kala  =  Kire'  =  Kile'  : 

Shnagal  =  Shnaghar  4  Shwaghal. 
r  into  d.    Khwara  =  Khwada. 
r  into  zh.    Kizhdai  =  Kirdai. 

Changes  of  J). 
into  g.    Angand  =  Ngang  =  Nigand  :  Stajgai  =  Stajdai. 
Changes  of  O. 

into  k.    Ko't  =  Go't. 
into  gh.    Shnagal  =  Shnaghal  :  Ghwand  =  Guioj  :  Ghtjndamaeai 

=  GtTNDAMARAI. 
into  hh.    GwAJA  =  Khwaja. 

Changes  of  KH. 

into  k.    KsHo'i  Kare'z  =  Khsho'i  Kare'z. 
into  gh.    iGHEAEa  =  Ikhbarg. 
Changes  of  F. 

into  V  and  h.    I'sae  4  I'SxVB  =  I'say. 
Changes  of  JB. 

into  p.    Alab  =  A'lip. 
Changes  of  S. 
into  sh.    Lastai  ~  Lashtai. 

Changes  of  T8. 
into  ch.    Tsamatjlang  =  Chamalaitg. 

Changes  of  V. 

into  w.    Vata'kbi  =  Wata'kari. 
Instances  o£  the  loss  and  addition  of  consonants  are : 

of  Q.    Pla'i^gzhara  =  Pia'nzhara. 

of  D  and  O.    Anga'wd  =  Niga'n  =  Nga'ng. 

of  R.    DriiAR  =  Duma'  :  Bagha'wa  =  Baghawae. 
of  K.    Lashtai  =  Lashtkai. 
And  instances  of  the  transposition  o£  syllables  and  consonants  are : 

of  R.     SURGHWA^TD  =  SrAGHA'nD. 
of  Gh.     GnOBAROAI  =  OGnBARGAI  :  ZaGHL1}n  =  GhAZhJn. 

of        Anga'nd  =  Niga'nd  4  Inga'nd. 
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From  the  above  examples  it  will  be  observed  that  the  most  unstable 
consonants  are  J,  z,  zh,  e,  d,  g,  kh,  p,  b,  s,  ts,  and  v,  with  their  counter- 

parts SH,  CH,  ZH,  K,  GH,  B,  and  w. 
Regarding  consonantal  interchanges  peculiar  to  the  Pushto  language, 

Raverty  (Gram.  Pushto,  p.  3)  has  noticed  that  kh  (  ̂  )  is  changed  into  sh 
(  ))  g  ( "-^  )  ii^to  zh  (J  ),  ts  and  dz  into  ch  and  j.  And  of  the  Khai- 
BARis  he  observes  that  they  so  transpose  their  letters  as  to  be  almost 
unintelligible.  In  his  Diet,  of  Pushto  (xsii)  he  further  notices  the  inter- 

change of  z  into  dz. 
Of  vowel  sounds  I  noticed  as  peculiar  an  o  pronounced  in  several 

words  as  the  close  German  o,  thus,  Uzhdo,  Ma'zhwo.  And  also  the  common 
termination  ai  (written  by  Raverty  aey)  which  is  sounded  with  a  closed 
mouth  and  sharply  as  one  syllable,  though  it  partakes  of  the  nature  of  two; 
thus,  ai.  The  frequent  recurrence  of  this  last  gives  the  language  an  uncouth 
sound,  and,  coupled  with  the  prevalence  of  guttural  consonants,  an  unpleasant 
harshness  to  English  ears. 

The  vowel  changes  are  not  important,  the  following  being  the  most 
noticeable. 

Changes  of  A  and  A'. 
a  into  i.  AngxVND  =  Ingand  :  Kazhdai  =  Kizhdai  :  Kala  = 

Kile'  =  Kire'  :  Tsamaulang  =  Chimalang  :  Alab  = A'lip. 

a  into  u.    Mulazai  =  Malagai  :  Manzakai  =  Mundakai. 
a  and  d  into  au.    Tsamaulang  =  Chimalang  =  Chimalang. 

Changes  of  AI. 

into  i  and  o'i.    Zai  ==  Zo'i  =  Zi :  Lakai  =  Laki  :  Bo'bai  = 
Bo'ei  :  LuNAi  =  LuNi :  Dabgai  =  DABUf. 

into  a.    Mangal  =  Maingal. 

Changes  of  U. 

into  0.    LdNAi  =  Lo'nai. 
Changes  of  I. 

into  e.    I'sAF  =  E'sap. 
Changes  of  WA. 
into  au.    Waria  =  Auria. 
into  u  and  au.    Ghwand   =   Gijnd  :  Wariagai  =  Ubiagai  = 

AUEIAGAI. 
into  d.    SuEGHWAND  =  Subghan. 
into  0.    Baghawa  =  Baghao. 

Among  local  peculiarities  a  tendency  to  shorten  and  nasalize  long 

vowel  syllables  was  frequently  to  be  noticed,  thus 4 
Amandun  for  Amab^jn  :  Adinzai  for  Adizai  :  Banzai  for  ByCzai  :  Ajji 

Khan  for  Ha'ji  Khan  :  Hanumbae  4  Anubae  :  Angand  and  Ningand  = 
X 
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Niga'n  :  Bahga'wa  =  Baghawar  :  and  numerous  other  instances  could 
be  adduced. 

The  Persian  silent  "w  Eaverty  (Gram.  Pushto  4)  observes  is  always 
sounded  in  Push  to ;  thus  vb-^' is  pronounced  Khwa'b,  not  Kha'b,  ; 
is  Ketwa's",  not  Kha'n.  My  observations  in  Kakar-land  did  not  quite 
bear  him  out  in  this ;  for  the  following  I  found  to  be  synonymous 

l^ronunciations.  Akhtind  and  Akhwand  :  Zabkha'^  and  Zwaekha'n  : 
Stjekhwa'b  and  Suekha'b,  (where  the  vr  is  a  gratuitous  insertion,  the 
word  being  Stjekh  +  a'b,  red  water)  :  Sueghwand  and  STJEGnA'Jsr. 

Before  leaving  the  vowels  a  curious  insertion  of  x  in  the  following 

vFord  is  worthy  of  remark.  Cho'tia'li  is  locally  Cho'ta'lai  :  Zakhpe'l 
and  Zakhpte'l  are  synonymous  and  so  are  Sta'jgai  and  Sa'zgal. 

The  following  is  a  list  of  the  various  forms  under  which  place  names 
were  found  by  myself  and  on  which  the  foregoing  observations  are  based. 

1.  Anga'nb  =  Nga'njeh,  Niga'njeh,  Niga'n,  Ingajst,  Ninga'jst, 
Nga'ng,  Niga'nd,  Angand,  Nga'ndeh.* 

2.  muzaeai  4  mzaeai. 

3.  Ajji  Kha'n  =  Ha'ji  Kha's. 
4.  Gwa'ja  =  Khwa'ja. 
5.  Skan  ==  ISKAN. 

6.  Zai  =  Jai,  Ji,  Zo'i.f 
7.  Zho'b  =  Jo'b,  Yo'b. 
8.  I'saf  Kach  =  I'sAB  Kach,  E'sab  Each,  E'saf  Each,  Yusue KACn.J 

9.  Khaezangai  =  Khabaezangat. 

10.  Alla'hda'd  =  Kha'lakda'd.  § 
11.  KhiJshla'k  =  Khujla'k. 
12.  KlZHDAI  =  KiRDAI,  KaZHDAI,  KlZHDf.|| 

13.  Kala  =  Kile',  Eire',  Ko'r.  || 
14.  StTEKHWA'B  =  Suekha'b. 
15.  Ehunciiagai  ~  Khunjagai. 

16.  Go't  =  Ko't.II 
17.  Khsho'i  Ka'ee'z  =  Ksno'f  Ea'ee'z. 

*  Jeh  is  for  Deh,  a  village.  These  words  represent  the  Lur  Axgang  and  Kt5z 
Angang  of  the  map  (Do'f  Valley). 

t  To  show  pronunciations  of  ai :  this  is  a  termination  not  a  word. 
J  These  names  arise  from  the  confusion  between  Tsav  and  Ytjsup  (Esau  and 

Joseph). 

§  These  words  have  the  same  meaning,  viz.  God-given  :  there  is  a  similarly  named 
village  near  Kandahar. 

II  These  are  not  place  names. 
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18.  Zhawar  =  Zawab. 
19.  Ighbaeg  =  Ikhbakg. 

20.  A'mADUN  =  AMANDtJN. 
21.  A'dizai  =  Adinzai. 
22.  Zadun  =  ZiiADUsr. 
23.  Mangal  =  Maingal. 

24.  Ba'zai  =  Ba'nzai. 

25.  SuBGHWAND  =  Surgha'n,  Sttegha'nd,  Suagiia'nd,  Surghan, 
SURGHAWD,  SrAGHAND. 

26.  Shnaga'l  =  Shnaghae,  Shnaghal,  Shnagai,  Shna'  Khorai. 
27.  Waria  Kach  =  AxTRiA  Kach. 
28.  Wargai  =  Bargai. 

29.  MuLA'zAi  =  Malagai. 

30.  Zakhpe'l  =  Zakhpye'l  =  Zakhwai. 
31.  GnoBARGAi  =  Oghbargai. 

32.  DuMAR  =  Duma'. 

33.  Sta'jgai  =  Sxa'dgi,  Sxa'dgai,  Sa'zai,  Sxa'jdai,  Sazdai. 
34.  Khwa'ra  =  Khwa'da,  Khwa'r. 
35.  Zaghlun  =  Ghazla'na,  GhazhJn. 
36.  Dargai  =  ZARGAr,  Dargi. 
37.  Ghundamarai  =  Gundamabai. 
38.  GnwAND  =  GuND. 

39.  Pla'nzhara  =  Pla'ngzhara.  _ 
40.  SURMASTAILI  =  SuRMASTA'LI. 
41.  Baia'nai  =  Bia'ki. 
42.  Sandar  Khe'l  =  Sanzar  Khe'l. 
43.  To'R  Khaize'  =  To'r  Khaide'. 
44.  Cho'tia'li  =  Cho'ta'lai. 

45.  Bo'ri  =  Bo'eai,  Bo'rai. 
46.  Lashtai  =  Lastai,  Lashtkai. 

47.  Waria'gai  =  Waria'gai,  Uria'gai,  Attria'gai.  . 
48.  Hanumba'r  =  Anuba'r,  Anumba'r,  Hanuba'b. 
49.  MtJLTAT  =  Murtat. 

50.  LtJNi  =  Lo'nai,  Lunai. 
51.  La'kai  =  La'ki. 
52.  Tsamaulang  =  Chimalang,  Chamalanq,  Chajxaulang,  Cha- 

ma'lang,  Cha'malang. 
53.  Alab  =  A'lip. 
54.  Soba'u  =  Soba't. 

55.  Bagha'wa  =  Bagha'o,  Baghawwa'b. 
56.  Vata'kri  =  Wata'kari. 
57.  ZaRKUa'n  4  ZWARKHAN. 
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58.  To'e  Tsappae  =  To'b  Tsuppki.* 
59.  Paste'  =  Pasto'. 
60.  Manzaeai  =  Mtindakai. 

The  frequent  recurrence  of  certain  names  on  the  map  leads  to  the 
supposition  that  many  of  them  are  merely  descriptive  and  on  examination 
the  meanings  of  a  great  portion  become  apparent,  the  descriptive  words 
having  changed  very  little  on  becoming  names  of  places. f  And  though  it 
is  always  treading  on  dangerous  ground  to  give  derivations  of  place  names, 
I  think  the  following  are  worth  hazarding : 

1.  Tangai  means  a  gorge  or  pass,  so  Spir  Tangai  would  be  the  White 

Gorge  (Spib  for  Spin)  and  Ti5r  Tangai  the  Black  Gorge  (Tun  for  To'r.) 
2.  Ghtjnp  is  round,  globular  and  the  Ghund  Peak  would  mean  the 

Hound  Hill,  and  Mt.  Stjrghwand  the  Eed  Round  Hill.  Again  Ghunda  is 

a  detached  hill  and  Ghundamarai  is  Adam's  apple  in  tlie  tIn-oat,  and  as 
applied  to  a  village  would  mean  the  village  by  the  round  detached  hill. 

3.  Lwa'ra  means  hilly  and  as  applied  to  a  valley  would  signify  the 
hilly  or  upland  valley. 

4.  Chor  means  a  ravine  or  water  furrow  and  is  applied  to  a  steep- 
banked,  stream  in  the  Pisliin. 

5.  Sire'  Khila  would  be  the  Inn  or  Caravanserai  Fort.  It  was  the 
old  rendezvous  of  the  Hart5n  Tarins  in  the  Pishin.  This  is  probably  also 

the  meaning  of  Zara  Khila  in  the  Pishin. 

6.  The  Gaz  Hills  might  mean  the  Long  Hills  fromji^  a  yard-measure 
or  the  Tamarisk  Hills  from>c  a  tamarisk. 

7.  MzARAi  means  a  particular  kind  of  reed  and  is  applied  to  a  river, 
a  valley,  and  some  marshy  springs  and  the  hills  near  these  last. 

8.  Suekha'e  is  the  Red  River. 
9.  Zarghun  means  green,  verdant,  fresh  and  is  applied  to  a  range  of 

mountains  covered  with  forest  in  the  heights  and  to  a  village  by  a  stream. 
10.  LtJR  means  Upper  and  Kuz,  Lower,  when  found  in  composition 

with  place-names.  LoVe'  and  Lo'  mean  Greater  :  Ktjchhai  and  Kaun, 
Lesser. 

11.  In  Mehtarzai,  Mehtab  is  Persian  meaning  "  master,  ruler." 
Mehtaezai  would  mean  the  Ruling  Clan. 

12.  Ghwazh  means  a  sluice  and  also  the  ear,  and  is  foimd  applied 
to  a  stream  and  a  range  of  the  hills,  the  Spin  Ghwazh,  (?)  the  White  Ear 
Hills.    Zhwazh  means  the  murmuring  of  a  brook  and  may  be  the  deriva- 

*  A  corruption  of  'KkiA  Chtjppiii  the  Beloch  name  for  the  same  place  ¥with  the 
same  meaning,  viz.,  Black  Rock.  Thus  Trikh  Kukam  is  called  also  So'k  Kuram,  which 
has  the  same  meaning,  Salt  Springs. 

t  I  do  not  here  refer  to  such  purely  men's  names  as  Habibullah,  Khijshdil 
Khan,  transferred  to  the  villages  owned  by  the  persons  of  these  names. 
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tion  of  the  river  name,  whence  perhaps  also  Zuizha  Tangai  (?)  the  Kip- 
pling  Pass. 

13.  Mt.  Kand  may  derive  its  name  from  Kaitd  a  chasm  or  Kandai 
broken  ground. 

14.  Mt.  PiL  from  its  fancied  resemhlance  to  an  elephant,  Pil  or  Fil. 

15.  Shaban  Ka'ee'z  and  Shabak"  occurring  two  or  three  times  and 
once  as  She'rin,  are  probably  for  Suiri'n,  sweet. 

IG.  SuR  or  SuBAl  is  red  and  is  met  with  in  several  words.  Surai 

also  means  a  passage  and  the  so-called  Surana'ri  Pass  (the  Subai  Pass  of  niy 
maps)  is  for  Subai  Narai,  the  Slender  Passage.  Cf .  also  La'ndai  Subai  (?) 

the  Lower  Passage.    Mo'iMAND  Saea'i  (?)  tlie  Momand's  Passage. 
17.  The  word  Ghbabg,  as  in  Oghbabg,  Ikhbarg,  Ihgbabg  and  in 

the  plural  forms  Ghobabgai  and  Oghbargai,  occurs  several  times.  It 
means  the  flat  land  between  two  hills,  and  upland  valley  :  also  double,  two, 
twins.  In  which  latter  sense  it  is  probably  used  when  applied  to  hills. 
And  hence  also  Naraighbabg  Hills  may  mean  the  Narrow  Valley  Hills. 

18.  Ro'd  means  merely  a  river  :  Ko'dba'b,  a  valley  stream. 
19.  KsHAi  means  in,  between,  etc.  and  Ksuo'i  Kabez  might  mean 

the  Middle  Karez. 

20.  KiiWARA  is  probably  for  Khwara,  a  sandy  stream-bed,  as 
several  such  beds  debouehe  into  the  Snoa  valley  at  the  spots  so  named. 

21.  Sagae,  Seaghab,  Saeghae,  Suegiiar  all  common  names  mean 
the  lied  Hills  (Sue  +  Guar).  So  the  Sagabbahd  Pass  would  be  the  lied 
Hills  Pass. 

22.  SuEKAi  Zangal  is  the  Eed  Forest. 

23.  Daegai,  a  very  common  name,  is  the  plural  of  Daega,  a  copse,  a 
place  where  trees  and  brush-wood  grow  together.  Daega  also  means  a 
shrine  and  this  may  account  for  its  application  to  villages. 

24.  GuRKiiAi  is  applied  to  a  mountain  stream  and  its  defile  and  may 
mean  rattling,  noisy,  as  Garkai  is  the  rolling  of  a  carriage  and  Gaekanda 
a  rolling  stone  from  a  mountain, 

25.  Zawar  or  Ziiawab  (Zawar)  is  a  slope,  declivity.  Lwar  Zwar  is 
uneven  ground.    Zhawar  also  means  a  deep  or  hollow  place. 

20.  UsH  or  Ukh  is  the  camel.  The  Ush  Pass  means  the  Camel's 

Pass,  and  the  Ukkmughdai  Pass  the  Camel's  Mouth  Pass.  (Uku  +  Makh). 
27.  UzuDo,  the  name  of  a  peak,  is  apparently  the  plural  of  Uzild, 

U'zHD  and  U'kd,  long,  lengtliy,  stretched  out. 
28.  Tsa'ru  Peak  =  ?  the  Look-out  Peak. 

29.  The  Mo'sAX  Pass  may  derive  its  name  from  Mo'sai,  a  child's 
marble,  a  round  stone,  or  from  Mo'zi',  troublesome. 

30.  KiVCiE  is  the -cultivation  by  a  stream-bed  and  is  seen  not  only  by 
itself  as  a  name  for  a  stream,  a  village  and  a  hill,  but  constantly  in  compo- 
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sitiou,  as  I'sap  Kach,  Esau's  Plot,  Ta'zi'  Each,  Greyhound  Plot,  Ko'sh 
Kach,  Crooked  Plot,  Waria  Kach,  the  Free  Plot,  Sue  Kach,  the  Eed 
Plot,  ZAGAJ^f  Kach  (?)  the  Eough  Plot. 

31.  Sho'ji  which  coustaiitlj  appears  as  a  name  is  probably  for  Sho'iia 
or  Kho'ea,  saltpetre,  nitre :  a  common  property  of  the  soil  along  the 
route.    It  appears  again  in  So'k  Kuraii,  the  Salt  Springs. 

32.  ShjSTa'  Khokai  occuring  as  a  synonym  for  Shnagha'l,  a  village 
name,  would  mean  a  Mastic  Eater. 

33.  Tei'kh  is  salt,  bitter,  and  appears  in  Teikha'dagh,  the  Salt  Hill- 
side, if  Da'gh  is  for  Ta'k,  or  the  Salt  Plain,  if  Da'gh  is  for  Da'g  :  and  in 

Tei'kh  Kuram,  the  Salt  Springs. 
34!.  Chappae  or  Tsappae,  a  corruption  of  Hind.  Chhappae  a  thatch- 

ed roof  appears  as  a  hill  name  in  Mt.  Chappae  and  in  To'e  Tsappae,  the 
Black  Eoof,  a  hill  in  the  Han  Pass.  Both  peaks  have  rounded  tops.  It  is 
worth  mentioning  here  that  TsAPA  means  a  wave,  billow. 

35.  Chi'nai  is  a  common  village  name  and  is  the  plural  of  CHi'iS"A,  a 
spring,  fountain. 

36.  GuAE,  a  hill,  appears  in  Mt.  Spinskhae,  the  White  Hill :  Spe'ea- 
GHAE  Hills,  the  Grey  Hills:  Tang  Ghae,  the  Narrow  Hills.  Zhae, 
appearing  in  several  hill  names,  is  probably  for  Ghae  :  Zhaepitati  Peak, 

the  Sunny  Peak,  Pla'nzhaea  Hills,  the  Broad  Hills  ;  Zhaetjband  Peak, 
Hills  End,  is  given  to  the  last  hill  of  a  line  in  the  Sho'e  Valley. 

37.  IspiEA  Ra'gha,  the  Open  Meadow  (Sparai  +  Ra'gh)  ;  the  place 
is  an  open  spot  near  Mt.  Ma'zhwo.  Sparai,  open,  also  turns  up  once  or 
twice  as  Sapueai. 

38.  Mt.  SuELo'  (?)  the  Eed  Tablet. 
39.  Tang  To'e  Peak,  the  Narrow  Black  Peak. 
40.  SuETAK  Peak,  the  Eed  Precipice. 

41.  Male'wa  Peak  (?)  The  Camel  Sack  (Malav). 
42.  La'ndai  Peak,  the  Lower  Peak. 

43.  Pla'n  Springs,  the  Wide  Springs. 
44.  Khum'  Hills,  the  Bloody  Hills. 
45.  Shaka'ee'z  (?)  The  Back  Karez  and  Jalka'ee'z,  the  Thorn  Kar^z  ; 

two  villages  near  each  other  in  the  Bo'eai  valley.  Shaea'be'z  occurs  twice. 
46.  KuTSA  or  Kucha  Valley  means  perhaps  the  Little  Valley. 

47.  Tsa'han  Wells.  Tsa'han  is  the  plural  of  Tsa',  a  well,  pit.  The 

word  appears  again  as  Uchsaha'n  Springs.  (?)  The  Upper  (uj)  Springs. 
48.  Ba'ghu  To'e  Peak  (?)  The  Black  Bogie.  Ba'gu  is  a  bugbear,  bogie. 
49.  Ba'la  Dha'ka  (?)    The  Upper  Plain  (da'g). 
50.  Hanokai  is  probably  a  diminutive  of  Han,  the  two  passes  being 

near  each  other. 
51.  Toguai,  a  river  name,  is  Turki  for  a  reedy  plain. 
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In  a  former  paper  in  tliis  Journal*  I  remarked  that  a  village  may  be 
called  by  sis  different  names  by  guides,  those  thoroughly  acquainted  with 
tlie  locality  would  recognise  it  by  any  one  o£  them,  others  less  well  acquainted 
will  only  know  it  by  some  of  them.  Thus  a  village  may  be  called  (I)  after 
the  district  or  tract  of  land  in  which  it  is  situated.  TAKHT-l-PtJL  is  such  a 

name,  Mel  Manda.  is  another  ;  villages  10  miles  apart  are  called  Takht-i- 
piJl  and  Mel  Manda  simply  because  they  are  situated  in  the  tracts  so 
called,  (2)  It  may  be  called  after  the  section  of  the  tribe  which  inhabits 

it,  thus,  Ba'eakzai  ;  (3)  after  the  subdivision,  thus,  Khtjnse'zai  or 
Mohammadzai,  (4)  after  its  late  owner  if  recently  dead,  (5)  after  its 

present  owner,  thus,  Ivala-i-nuk-ud-di'jst  Kda'n  merel}'-  means  NtJE-UD-Di'iT 

Khan's  village,  and  the  owner's  is  usually  the  proper  name  of  a  village,  (6) 
after  its  own  name.  To  give  an  example ;  the  village  marked  Ami'n"  Kala 
in  my  map  of  the  Aiighisa'n  valley  was  named  to  me  as  Ba'Bakzai, 
Muhammadzai,  Ami'n  Khan  and  Lati'f  Kha'n.  Lati'p  Kha'n  is  its 
present  owner  :  Aiii'N  Khan  was  the  late  owner,  Muhammadzai  is  the 
subdivision  and  Ba'rakzai  the  section  of  the  tribe  inhabiting  it.  It  will 
be  easil}''  seen  that  the  more  general  terms  are  known  at  a  distance  and  the 
more  specific  ones  only  in,  the  immediate  neighbourhood  of  a  village. 
Complicated  as  this  system  of  nomenclature  looks,  it  is  natural  enough  in 

a  country  where  the  individual  occupies  such  an  important  place  in  men's 
minds  and  nationality  so  little.  It  is  not  diiScult  to  deal  with  in  practice, 
after  a  slight  knowledge  of  the  country  is  acquired,  but  it  accounts  for  the 
great  apparent  discrepancy  in  names  and  distances  met  with  on  maps  and 

in  routes.  These  remarks  are  true  also  of  the  Tari'n  and  Ka'kae  country. 
Thus  in  the  PiSHiN,  Gangalzai  and  Sha'Hda'd  are  names  for  the  same 

place,  and  so  are  Uettmzai  and  Satad  Sa'lo  and  also  BnrjA'N  Kala  and 
Atjli'a  Kala.  Several  villages  are  called  Beahamzai,  viz.,  Satad  Do'st 
Mohammad,  Sayad  Khama'ndai,  Satad  La'l.  Three  are  called  Lur 

(Upper)  Kha'nizai,  viz.,  Mohammad  Sa'dik,  Vakt'l,  and  La'l  Mohammx\.d 
and  two  Bagabzai,  viz.,  Satad  Alab  and  Satad  Paito  ;  two  Ya'singzai, 
viz.,  Satad  She'rbat  and  Satad  To'ti.  The  more  specific  are  the  malik's 
(or  owner's)  names.  In  the  case  of  the  Beahamzai  villages,  that  of  Do'st 
Mohammad  may  be  called  Beahamzai  proper,  and  the  same  is  to  be 

observed  of  the  three  Ka'kozai  villages  in  the  same  neighbourhood,  one  is 
called  Ka'kozai  and  the  other  two  also  Madat  and  A'ta'  Mohammad. 

On  entering  the  Do'e  valley  the  two  villages  known  in  the  Pishin  by 
several  variations  of  the  word  Anga'ng  or  Ninga'nd  are  found  to  be 

locally  Lur  and  Kuz  Angano,  Upper  and  Lower  Anga'ng.  Names,  however, 
are  more  specific  in  the  Do'f,  and  villages  of  the  same  name  are  distin- 

guished by  the  tribal  name  in  addition,  thus  Tlaeai  (I'sa  Kue'l)  and 
*  Hough  notes  on  tlio  Distribution  of  tlic  Afghan  Tribes  about  Kandabdr.  A^ol. 

XLVIII,  pt.  I,  1879. 
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Tlauai  (Mehtahzai).  In  the  Bo'rai  valley,  however,  Wazia'gai  and 
Khankai  seem  to  be  general  names  for  groups  of  villages  and  we  have 

two  MuES  and  two  Waha'es.  In  the  wilder  parts  names  become  more 
general  and  merely  descriptive,  everything  in  the  neighbourhood,  valley, 
river,  village  and  hills,  all  being  known  by  the  same  name.  Such  are, 

O'bushtkai,  Khwa'ra,  Chimja'jst,  Kach,  Baii'ktai  in  the  Sho'h  valley, 
and  in  still  wilder  regions  Nangait^na,  To'pobaegh,  Tki'eh  Kuram, 
TsAMAULANG  and  Ba'la  Dha'ka.  Towards  the  Beloch  Border  double 

names,  the  Patlian  and  the  Beloch  are  met  with,  as  To'r  Tsappau  and 
Ka'li'  Chuppri,  both  of  the  same  meaning,  the  Black  Hill :  and  Ba'hait 

Ktjnd  (Pathan)  =  Batsti'wa'la'  Kach  (Beloch). 
Some  names  are  corruptions  and  abbreviations  ;  such  as  Satad  Sa'lo  and 

Sa'tad  Attj  probably,  and  perhaps  Skan  and  Iskan  for  Alexander  (Iskan- 

dar)  :  Ajji'  for  Ha'ji'  :  Sama'lzat  for  Isma'ilza'i  :  Brahamzai  for 
Ibra'iiimzai :  A'ltp  and  Alab  for  Halab  (Aleppo):  and  i^erhaps  Sopa's- 
zAi  for  Isfaha'nzai. 

¥  In  places  there  seems  to  be  a  tendency  to  call  villages  after  the  names 
of  celebrated  places,  thus  we  have  Di'lai,  La'ho'r  and  Multat  in  the 
Bo'rai  valley. 

Before  leaving  this  point  I  would  remark  that  across  the  Beloch 

Border  in  Ba'rkho'm  (or  Ba'rkha'n)  a  similar  if  not  a  greater  confusion 
of  nomenclature  exists.  Thus  the  place  called  Litga'ri'  Ba'rkha'n  is  also 
called  Bangala'  :  Hasni'  Ko't  =  Ta'nkiii  Shahb  :  Cha'he'st  =  Ba'btjl 
Kha'n  ka  Ko't  or  Shahr  :  Na'ndha'  =  She'kh  Ko't  while  all  the 

Na'har  villages  are  sometimes  grouped  as  Na'har  Ko't,  and  finally  the 
valley  itself  is  variously  called  Ba'rkho'm,  Ba'bkha'n,  Luga'ri  Baekhan, 
LtiNDi'A'if  and  Kaho. 

Having  now  explained  as  far  as  possible  the  reasons  why  the  nomen- 

clature of  travellers*  along  the  same  route  in  ALfghanistan  should  differ 
so  greatly,  and  in  order  to  clear  the  way  for  future  students  of  this  parti- 

cular route,  I  close  this  paper  by  a  comparison  and  identification  of  names 
found  in  the  journals  of  other  travellers  with  those  to  be  found  in  my  maps. 

Included  among  these  are  the  nomenclature  in  Capt  Holdich's  plane-table 
sketch-map  of  the  Route  and  in  the  Quarter  Master  General's  Depart- 

mental sketch-map,  and  also  the  names  given  in  Major  Waterhouse's  paper 
in  this  Journal. t 

*  Capt.  Heaviside  remarks  on  the  difficulty  of  obtaining  Afghan  names,  in  Major 
Waterhouse's  report,  pp.  53.    J.  A.  S.  B.  Vol.  XVIII,  pt.  II,  1879. 

t  The  works  referred  to  in  the  comparison  are  Notes  on  the  Survey  Operations 
in  Afghanistan  in  connection  with  the  Campaign  of  1878-9  by  Major  Waterhouse,  J.  A. 
S.  B.  1879.  Mackenzie's  Routes  in  Asia,  Sec.  II,  Afghanistan.  Iilacgregor's  Gazetteer, 
Afghanistan,  Leech's  Route  :  Dera  Ghazi  Khan  to  Kandahar.  Lumsden's  Mission 
to  Kandahar.  A  more  detailed  identification  of  the  names  along  the  route  ¥will  be 
found  in  the  appendix  to  my  paper  in  the  J.  R.  G.  S.  above  referred  to. 
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A  comparison  of  the  names  to  be  found  on  the  three  latest  maps  of 
this  route,  namely,  those  of  my  own,  Capt.  Holdich,  and  the  Quarter- 

Master  General's  Department,  will  complete  my  observations. 

From  tlie  Pisliin  eastwards. 

Temple. 

Kadawei  Valley 

Kno'jA  Amea'n  Hills 
Khwa'ja  Ambast  Peak 

Kala  Abdullah  Kha'n 
Gwa'ja  Pass 
Tas-gai 
Kno'jAK  Pass 
Abambi 

Kahamdil  Kha'n 

Badwa'n 

Turkhe'l 
Brija'n  Kala 

Satad  Salo  I 
Uetjmzai  j 

Sha'hda'd  'i 
Ganqalzai  j 
Ajabzai 

Satamzai 

Alizai 

E.  To'ghai 
E.  MtrzABAi 

Sopa'nzai 

Bbahamzai 

Ma'likai 
Bagabzai 

Sama'lzai 
Satad  Pact 

Noa'  Ba'za'b 
Manzakai 

KnA'NIZAI 
SnE'KHA'LZAI 
Knu'sHDiL  Kela'it 

E.  Barso' 
MA'LIJiXA'fi 

Holdich. 

Kadanai 

Kho'ja  Amea'st 
Kwa'ja  Amban 
KiLLA  AbDULA 

Gwa'ja Tang! 

Kho'jak 
Abtjmbi 

Ea'mdil  Kha'n 

Budwa'n 
Ttjbkhe'l Maisai  &  PAizf 

Ubamzai 

Gangalzai 

Ajabzai 
Se'mzai 

Alazai 
To'ghai 
MUZABAI 

Ze'bi' 
¥  Bbahamz

ai  
) 

Beaitstz
ai  

j 

Ma'lizai 

Baggabzai
 

Sma'lzai 

Saipa'n  &  Saipain 

Manzakai 

Kha'nzai 

Sheikha'ei 
kusiibil 
Baeso 

Ma'ukxa'k 

Quarter-Master  General. 
Kadanei. 

Kho'jeh  Amea'n. 

KiLA  Abdul  A  Kua'!?. 
GWAJA. 

Ko'jAK. 

Abumbi. 

Badwa'k. tuekhail. 

Ajabzai. 
Se'mzai. 

Ali'zai. 

Bagabzai. 
Sma'lzai. 

Saipa'n  &  Pain  Kala. 

Noa'  Ba'za'b. Manzakai. 

Kha'nzai. 

Sheikhaha'ei. Khushdil. 

Baeso'. 
Ma'likya'e. 
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Kama'lzai Kama'lzai Kama'lzai. 
Nu'ezai Na'eta'n Na'eia'n. 
Ya'singzai 

A'SIMZAI A'SIMZAI. 

Taei'n 

Tuei'n- 
Tuei'n. Stjeai  Pass 

Stteina'ei Sueuna'ei. 
Anga'ng Anga'nd Ninga'nd. 
E.  Siiekha'b SlTRKnA'B Suekha'b. Mohammad  Shaefi 

Saeia'da  Ka'ee'z Saeea'da  Ka'ee'z. Mt.  KajTO Kttnd 
Kand. 

Mehtaezai Me'teazai Me'teazai. 

Tlabai Talaeai Laeai. 
Mtjeghai 

Muegha' Muegha'. 
Shaean Shiean 

... 

Naei'ist 

... 

Naei'n, 
Balozai  Ka'ee'z 

Balozai BULOZAI. 
Sa'ghai Saegai Saegai. 
SamaVan 

Zemiesta'n Zemiesta'n. 
Kha'wizai  Ka'ee'z Kha'nzai Kha'nzai. 
Shakae Sakkae Sakkae. 

Zaeghu'n  Ka'ee'z Zeegtj'n  Ka'ee'z 
... 

KsHo'i  Kabe'z 
Ktrso'i Kuso'i. E.  Ro'd 
To'gai To'gai. 

Gwa'l 
Gwa'l 

Gwa'l. PlSHIN PiSHIN Pe'shi'n. 

Mt.  Takatu' 

Takatu' 

Ta'tucka. 

W0CHAE:HIiA TuEA  Kala ... 
UKHMtTGHDAI  PasS Okhmtjkhzai Uchmuchzai. 

E.  ZADtr'N ZEEDU'lSr. 
.^madtj'n 

Amadu'n Amadu'n. Mt.  Zaeghu'n 
Zeeghtj'n Zeeghu'it. Ka'k  IE Ka'kite. Ka'kur. 

I'SAP  Kach YirstrF  Kach YusAE  Kach. 
TJsH  Pass 

TJshta'ea XJshta'eah. 
Mt.  Mazhwo Mashkwae Mashkwae. 

Sl'E'zHAlSrDAI SpE  ZAJSTDAI Spe'zandai. 

ISPIEA  EaGHA (  Spieaeagha  I 
(  Spieaegh  ) Spieaea'ghah. 

Mt.  Spinskhae Spinskhae. 
Dtjmar Dtjmae 
Mt.  SuEGHrWAND SUEKAND 

Zeegu'jst. 
Zho'b  Valley 

Zho'b 
Zho'b. 
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Temple. xiOiCllCil. 

Nangalttna  Tass 
IVl  U  M  A.JN  JJ  OAK  A  X /        xVJLU  MAJNJJU'AX 
Mo'MAIfB  ^ 
O't^ttshtttat O'boskoi 

C  himja'w 
Chimja'n Pa'lkai  Pass 
Pa'lki' Warghas Weegtjs 

Hindu  Ba'gh Hindu  Ba'gh 
GUEMAI 

GUEMI' 
Mt.  Matkhilae Mashkhilae 

Mt.  Sta'jgai Sia'sgai 
Daegai Daegai 

China'li China'li 
Stjngaltj'n 

Shundlu'n Ka'sai  Hill Mana'ea Kach Kats 

Baia'nai Bia'ni Sarkai  Zangal Skaijangal 

Ninga'nd 
Nimga'n Ghobaegai  Hill 

GoBAEGl' Smalan Smalan 
SiNZAWAI 

Singa'vi 
Shinle'z 

SiNGLAZE 
ijA(jHA  W a A  r'  TT  A  f\ 

T  \  T  TT  A  't>T?''7 U  AliliA  iviii  Zi 
Sir  A  1  ̂   A  TyT? iOxlAilii.A  Ivili  ct 

To'e  Khaize'  Hills 
(  T^TTTjr*  A  T"\r"\rT 

(  Daemangaeh 
JjAbliTAI 1  1  A  QTTfF  A  T 

V  V  ARIA  GAI U  ItLAoGAi 
Zangivva  L ^  I  "Wr*  TTH7  A  't ZjAJN  GIWA  J_i 

KnANKAI 
t     Ta  /^ATTT"  A  T 1  IVUiNJvAi 

(  Chaplai 
IIo'dliV KUDISAI 

Natgivxa'la Malaixam 

La'ho'e La'hoe 

Di'lai Delhi 

Mu'ltat MUDDUK 
Daegai Daegai 
Shabozai Shabozai 
Suaean 

Sho'ea'n 

Qucirter-Mcister  General. 

Mamanagi. 

O'boskoi. 

Chinja'n. 

PA'liKl'. 

Hindoo  Ba'gh. 

GuEMi'. 
Mashkilae. 

Sia'sgai. 

Daegai. 
Chinalt. 

Shu'n  Lu'n. 

Mana'ea'. 
Kats. 

Bia'ni. 
Skaijangal. 

Ninga'n. 
GOBAEGl'. Smalan. 

Sanja'ti. SiNGLAZI. 

Bagha'o. 
Ka'ee'z. 

Shahka'ee'z. 
duegunnx. 

LUSHTAI. 
Ueiagai. 

Zangiwa'l. KONKAI.  ) 
Chaplai.  I 

Malaian. 
Lahoee. 
Delhi. 
MUDDUH, 

Daegai. 
Shabozai. 

Shoea'n.  . 
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Temple. Holdich. Quarter-Master  General. 

BAEMrNAI  { Baeanmai  '> Ba'memai  ) 
Bamemai. 

Da'io'b 
Daltj'e 

Dalub. 

Saghaeai 

Sagee' Sagee'. 
China'  Ko't 

Chinna Chinna. 
Kachai Katsai Katsai. 

Kai^a' 
Khana KnANA. 

Each Kats Khas. 
SnABAN Shoean. 

Sha'ba'n 
Shamuelak Shamaelak. 

Katjn  Waha'e 
Awaha'e 

Awa'hab. 
Ktjku KnEu KnuBU. 

Hantjmba'b Aniimba'e 
Anambae. 

Gadiwa'e Gadba'e 

Gadbab. 

Sabghae  Peak Tatei Tataei. 

Lu'jsri ¥  Lu'ni Lu'ni. 

Shaugwa'l 
Shahgolai Shahgolai. 

Tei'kh  Ktjbam Teekh  Ktieam Teekh  Kueeam. 

Baua Eaha Kehi. 
Tal Tfll Tal. 

Cho'tia'li Cho'tia'li Cho'tia'li. 
Ko'ltj Ko'ltj 

Ko'ltj. 

Beahamzai  Khela't 
Pa'eamzai Ba'eamzai. 

Ma'b  Pass 

Ma'b 
Ma'b 

TSAMAFIANG Chama'lang Chama'lang. 
Hanokai  Pass Hannokai Hannakoi. 

Ba'la  Dha'ka Ba'lada'ka Ba'llada'ka. 

MiTTHi'  KhTJ'i'n 
HAJSTKtr'A Hanku'a. Han  Pass Han Han. 

Ja'ndhba'n  Hills Ja'nbea'n Ja'ndea'n. 

Cho'b  Taeap 
"  "  " Cho'b  Ki'  Tap. 

Ba'han  Kund 
Ba'hanwa'la'  Kach. 

CnAPAE  Hills Chapae Chapae, 


